Your worst
enemy is you!
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Your worst enemy
is you
It sits there on your shoulder saying, ‘if you try this,
you’ll fail and everyone is going to laugh at you’ … ‘you can’t do this, you’re
not smart enough’ … I’m talking about the devil of doubt, you now that rotten
little bugger that won’t let you do anything … and if it’s not the devil
it’s you thinking ‘I can’t afford it’ … ‘I don’t know where to start’ or something
else which will make sure you stay where you are in your life.
Welcome to the club, everyone experience this at some stage of their lives
but if you want more you’ll do something about it.
It’s a constant battle of self vs self you want to do it so bad but you just don’t think you can
well neither did I until I was almost 50 years old, I still doubt myself and wonder
if I’m making the right decisions and choices in business and I still make a
lot of mistakes … but I don’t see them as mistakes, I changed my thinking and I
now see them as lessons … I can tell you that it’s as important to know what
not to do as it is to know what to do.
Here's an article about handling objections which sort of goes hand in hand with this tip.
How do you see yourself?, are you your own worst enemy
because if you are and you want to be successful at anything,
it’s time to start thinking about changing yourself, I want you to
become an achievement hunter! … there’s a good way to do this and it’s a great
way to boost your confidence. I want you to find something you enjoy doing, it
might be making a recipe … set yourself a task to do that thing but set it out
in steps before you start … make a checklist so that you can check off each
step as you complete it, and once you’ve done this and completed the task
successfully, depending on your attitude, your life will change … you can’t
deny that you followed the system you created to achieve the target you set and
it worked, you were able to do it! … watch this you tube video about
how taking things slowly yields significant long term results.
There’s no turning back now because you’ve just proved
to yourself that you can follow a system, I know it’s simple one but
how you do one thing is how you do everything …
So, what’s so different if you were to do that in business
I did it with photography and created a seven figure turnover … step by step, just
like the recipe or the checklist I did things systematically and made sure each
one was complete before I preformed the next one … If you’re a self-doubter
like me it’s not the end of the world, you just have to make a decision to
change your life, you’ve got to get off your arse and do something about it
because even if it takes you a while, it’s great for your personal growth …
believe me, this will change everything if change is what you’re looking for …
once you gain a success mindset and get over your fear of failure your life
will be different … a better kind of different.

